IB VISUAL ARTS SUMMER WORK

Pictorial Visual Arts Glossary of 25 Artists to use for the year. Attached you will find a handout on how to do this. A good placed to start finding artists digitally is: www.visual-arts-cork.com

Visual Arts Encyclopedia

www.visual-arts-cork.com

Encyclopedia of Visual Art: All you need to know about painting, drawing, sculpture and architecture

Please be aware that come the first week of school, this assignment will be collected. It will need to be done in Microsoft Power Point.
The file must be saved in this way: Last Name25glossary
It should be saved to the SCSD Cloud as well as on a flash drive.

Thank you,
Mrs. Brooks, IB Visual Arts Instructor
Mrs. Holder, Somers Fine and Applied Arts Leader
25 Artists
Creating an art historical catagorized glossary
Exploring artists works and make connections

*Be prepared to discuss artists and what draws you to their work

5 Masters of the pre modern era- before 1900
5 Masters post-1900
5 Artists whose style speaks to your practice
5 Artists of interest, not connected to work
5 Contemporary Artists

Format
Image most representative of work

Artist, Title, Date, material, location

Artist info: dates of birth and death,
2-3 sentences about artists work
including Movement or Genre

Sample

Kehinde Wiley

Born 1977-
Contemporary Portrait artist who seeks to elevate common African American figures in art historical poses to change cultural norms and empower the subject. Large scale hyper realistic portraits with ornate floral backgrounds in vibrant color.

Kehinde Wiley, Three Boys from series Jamaica, 2013, Oil on canvas, 92 x 92 in